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Executive Sum m ary
Among the semifinalists for the Lippman Kanfer Prize for Applied Jewish
Wisdom were 20 programs that could be characterized as part of the JOFEE
(Jewish Outdoor, Food/farming, and Environmental Education) movement,
including three that were Prize winners or runners-up. The JOFEE movement
has enjoyed considerable growth over the past 20 years. A 2014 report on
immersive JOFEE programs suggested that this growth is largely due to the
way in which JOFEE programs blend Jewish teaching and practice with active
engagement with issues relating to nature, food, and the environment, thereby
making Jewish tradition and wisdom relevant to large numbers of individuals,
including many who had never connected with these before.
To explore this proposition, this case study uses the profiles of the 20 JOFEE
programs in the Prize database to answer three questions:
(1) What Jewish wisdom do these programs use and embody?
(2) How do they make this wisdom accessible, attractive, and applicable to
program participants? And
(3) What impacts have these programs had on participants and the wider
landscape?
The profiles reveal that the programs make use of a variety of Jewish
concepts, values, and practices relating to the nurturing and preservation of
the natural world and to promoting justice and generosity in how food is
distributed and consumed. To bring these values to life for participants,
programs utilize experiential learning, build community, treat Jewish content
with seriousness, and apply it to real life issues on both a personal and social
level. While few of the programs have been rigorously evaluated, many can
point to evidence of significant impact on both individual participants and the
broader community. The development of the JOFEE movement demonstrates
that when Jewish wisdom is made available and applied in ways that are
serious, relevant, engaging, and actionable, it can enrich lives and in some
cases even transform them.
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Introduction
In 2016, the Lippman Kanfer Prize for Applied Jewish Wisdom was established by
Lippman Kanfer Foundation for Living Torah in recognition of 50 years of Lippman
Kanfer family philanthropy. When the six winners and runners-up for the inaugural
Prize were chosen in the Fall of 2016 by a distinguished panel of judges, three of the
six, including the winner in the local/regional program category, came from the
sector of Jewish activity that has come to be known as JOFEE: Jewish Outdoor,
Food/farming, and Environmental Education. [Profiles of all of the semifinalists for
the Prize, including the programs featured in this report may be found on the Prize
website: www.lippmankanferprize.org]
This was a striking result, but perhaps not as surprising as it might seem initially. Of
the 200 plus semifinalists for the Prize, 20 could be characterized as JOFEE-related
programs. [See the Appendix, page 21, for the full list of these programs.] Among
these 20 were some of the most articulate programs in identifying the Jewish
wisdom animating their work and most creative in bringing that wisdom to life in
ways that speak powerfully to Jews today.

Participants of Adamah: The Jewish Farming Fellowship practice their hora skills
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The Grow th of the JO FEE M ovem ent
The rapid growth and widespread interest in the JOFEE movement (a term
organizations in the field often use to describe themselves) is a phenomenon in
contemporary Jewish life worthy of further exploration—especially for those, like
Lippman Kanfer Foundation for Living Torah, who believe that Jewish wisdom has
the capacity to help people live better lives and shape a better world. That the broad
topic of nature and the environment is a “hot” one today is evidenced in a variety of
ways beyond the Prize results, e.g., in the two dozen articles on aspects of the topic
that can be found on MyJewishLearning.com. This mirrors the growing attention to
these issues in the broader society.
In 2014, a consortium of Jewish foundations, together with Hazon, a leading JOFEE
organization, issued an extensive report based on research on immersive experiences
offered by JOFEE organizations: Seeds of Opportunity: A National Study of
Immersive Jewish Outdoor, Food, and Environmental Education (JOFEE). Informing
Change, March 2014. That report detailed many findings about these programs,
including:
•

GROW TH: There has been tremendous growth in the number of immersive
JOFEE experiences over the past 15 years. The JOFEE field has an even more
extensive reach through additional non-immersive and local experiences.

•

ENGAGEM ENT: Immersive JOFEE programs are important vehicles for
engaging young Jews and a diverse cross-section of the Jewish community
through multiple types of experiences.

•

RECONNECTION: Immersive JOFEE programs have provided a meaningful
place for disengaged or alienated Jews to reconnect Jewishly.

•

INTERSECTIO N & INTEGRATIO N: The merging of Jewish tradition and
learning with the outdoors, food, and environmental issues is a major reason
why people participate in immersive JOFEE programs and what they take
away from their experiences.

•

JEW ISH LIFE, LEARNING, & M EANING: Participating in immersive JOFEE
programs inspires a positive connection to Jewish life, learning, and meaning,
particularly among participants who are younger, had fewer Jewish childhood
experiences, and have had more immersive JOFEE experiences.

•

CO M M ITM ENT TO O UTDO O R, FO O D, & ENVIRO NM ENTAL ISSUES:
Immersive JOFEE experiences have played an important role for many
participants in their connection with the outdoors, food, and the environment
and the importance of these issues in their lives.

•

CATALYST FO R W IDER JEW ISH LEADERSHIP: Large numbers of
immersive JOFEE participants see themselves as leaders in the Jewish
community and are actively creating Jewish experiences in their communities.
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•

PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP: JOFEE brings new educators and
professionals into the Jewish community. Over half of the passionate, skilled
Jewish people working in JOFEE were drawn to a job in Jewish life through
their interest in one of the broader areas of the outdoors, food, or the
environment.

•

CO M M UNITY & SO CIAL TIES: JOFEE is a powerful Jewish community
builder for participants, professionals and mainstream Jewish organizations at
local, regional, and national levels. JOFEE partnerships are modeling a
collaborative approach of working and learning together.

•

HO PE: Participation in immersive JOFEE experiences has been shown to
increase participants’ sense of hope for the future of the Jewish people.

The positive outcomes described in the report helped make the case for JOFEE as an
area ripe for greater philanthropic investment, and that has indeed been what has
happened. Today, the sector is continuing to expand, with new programs, new
collaborations, and new endeavors to train a cadre of professionals to work with the
growing populations involved in JOFEE programs.
In a number of respects, this growth is quite remarkable. Although Jewish history
began in close connection with the natural environment, as the cycle of holidays and
agricultural laws of the Torah attest, the modern history of Jews in Europe and
America involved a gradual reduction in direct contact with the land. Early Zionism
looked to change this relationship dramatically and did so for many in the pioneering
generations. In the United States, there was a small, but determined effort to create a
population of Jewish farmers early in the 20th century. But, only remnants of this
effort remained by mid-century. Jewish involvement with environmental issues
paralleled the development of the environmental movement as a whole, beginning in
the late 1960s and 70s, but gaining real momentum only in the 1980s and 90s. In
1988 Shomrei Adamah, the first national Jewish environmental education
organization, was founded by Ellen Bernstein, and in 1993, the Jewish environmental
movement got a national address with the establishment of COEJL, the Coalition on
the Environment and Jewish Life.
What accounts for the dramatic growth of Jewish environmentalism and JOFEE over
the past two decades? The 2014 report points to a major answer: The blending of
Jew ish teaching and practice w ith active engagem ent w ith issues relating
to nature, food, and the environm ent has proven to be a potent
com bination that m akes Jew ish tradition and w isdom relevant to large
num bers of individuals, including m any w ho had never connected w ith
these before. It makes sense, therefore, to examine in greater depth how the
JOFEE movement and other Jewish environmental organizations are fashioning and
implementing this blending of Jewish tradition and re-engagement with nature and
more ecologically sustainable living. In particular, we want to understand what
Jewish concepts, values, and practices these organizations are both teaching and
embodying in their work, and how these inform and enrich their engagement with the
outdoors, food, and environmental issues.
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How JO FEE Program s Use Jew ish W isdom
The 20 Lippman Kanfer Prize semifinalists operating in the JOFEE sector can serve as
a useful sample group with which to carry out this exploration because each was
asked to respond specifically to the questions:
•
•
•

“What wisdom do you use in your work?”
“How does your program work to make that wisdom accessible and directly
applicable to your audience's lives?” and
“What have you learned about applied Jewish wisdom that contributes to your
success?”

Their answers to these questions help us to understand how these programs
effectively blend Jewish tradition with outdoor experiences and with food-related
and environmental issues.
The programs themselves range across the JOFEE field. The three winners / runnersup were:
•

•

•

Pearlstone Center’s Hadran Alach, a program that incorporates a variety
of agricultural and educational activities carried out on a farm that follows
Jewish agricultural laws;
W ilderness Torah’s B’naiture, a program for pre-teens that uses
experiences in nature together with Jewish learning to help participants create
a personalized “rite of passage”; and
Urban Adam ah Fellow ship, a fellowship program for young adults that
integrates applied Jewish wisdom with sustainable agriculture and socialjustice training as the fellows live and work together for several months on an
urban farm.

Among the semifinalists are a number of other programs that focus on farming, food
production, food justice, and eating practices, as well as programs dealing with
climate change and the environment, the cycles of nature, and Jewish practices like
Shmita (allowing the land to lie fallow every seventh year) and the celebration of Tu
Bishvat (a holiday that celebrates trees and nature more generally) that provide
opportunities for education about core Jewish values relating to the natural world
and our relationship to it.
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Joyful relationship to nature and each other, embodied by participants in Wilderness
Torah’s B’naiture program
So, what (Jewish) wisdom do these programs employ?
Many of the concepts and values cited would be expected from programs focusing
on nature and human activity designed to honor and respect it:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shomrei adamah (being guardians of the earth)
L’ovdo ul’shomro (the command from Genesis “to work and preserve” the
earth)
Bal tashchit (the injunction: “Do not wastefully destroy”)
Tsa’ar ba’alei hayyim (taking care not to cause animals to suffer)
Ma’aser, pe’ah, and leket (agricultural laws that limit what one can harvest and
require one to leave food for the poor)
Shabbat and Shmita (prescribing regular rest and renewal for both workers
and for the land itself)
K’vod habriyot (respect for all creatures)
Tzedek (justice)

These concepts appear repeatedly in the descriptions the programs provide of the
wisdom that animates them. The overall ethos of these programs is one of
reconnecting with the natural world and its rhythms, and doing so in a way that
simultaneously protects nature, draws physical and spiritual sustenance from it, and
advances justice in the world. This connection between nature and the created world
and justice in the human world, mediated largely by renewed attention to traditional
7

Jewish agricultural practices, is one of the striking features of much of the JOFEE
movement. As much as JOFEE is about restoring a deep, reciprocally nourishing
relationship with the world around us, it is also about how that relationship propels
us to care for our fellow humans and to seek to ensure that they too can enjoy
nature’s bounty.
These teachings around respect for nature and the quest for a more just and
sustainable world are the core of JOFEE’s Jewish wisdom. But, other Jewish values,
teachings, and practices were cited as well that expand the scope of what these
programs understand as the wisdom they embody and transmit to participants. Some
examples:
•

Adam ah: The Jew ish Farm ing Fellow ship run by Hazon places great
emphasis on developing rituals that combine traditional Jewish practices with
contemporary elements that make the ritual compelling and relevant for
participants. It begins each day with a spiritual practice that it calls Avodat Lev
(service of the heart), which can incorporate traditional prayer, but also
meditation, yoga, movement/dance, art, and engaging with the outdoors in
new ways. Fellows also develop unique rituals for holidays like Shavuot and
Tisha B’av that connect these to current concerns. Everything they do
ultimately points back to the hands-on experience with the soil that farming
entails, which in turn leads to an experience of “awe” that is at once highly
spiritual and deeply grounded (literally) in their day-to-day work.

•

B’naiture, W ilderness Torah’s Pre-teen Rite of Passage and
M entorship is not only about helping participants encounter nature in new
ways. Its creators designed the program to embody the spirit of “lech l’cha,”
go forth, the command given to Abram and Sarai to start them on their
journey from the familiar to the unknown, and to enable participants to
experience “hitbodedut,” spending time alone, both important elements of
growing toward young adulthood. By providing close mentorship and
involving parents in their children’s journey, B’naiture also embraces the value
of “l’dor vador,” from generation to generation, while emphasizing and
drawing out the unique gifts and capabilities of the participants themselves.

•

L’chaim Cooking Club is a monthly cooking club in Akron, Ohio, that
preserves treasured family recipes of Jewish women in the Holocaust. By
cooking and eating these recipes, the Cooking Club uses the wisdom of
Zikaron (remembrance), L’dor vador (generation to generation), Kehillah
(building community), and G’vurah (courage) to create a unique multigenerational community built around food that celebrates and keeps alive a
vital part of the Jewish past in danger of being lost.

The values around which JOFEE programs are built clearly appeal to a sizable
number of Jews today. For many these teachings and practices are new and have the
capacity to give fresh meaning to holidays and other observances that may not have
spoken powerfully to them in the past. Perhaps even more important, they provide a
strong impetus and grounding for activism—both hands-on and in the political arena
—around climate, the environment, and food production, distribution, and
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consumption. There is always a question as to whether in situations like this Jewish
wisdom is simply being selectively appropriated and applied to fit the existing
worldview and values of those who are now embracing it. Undoubtedly, some of this
has occurred with the JOFEE movement: individuals with a passion for the
environment or deep concern for how we produce and consume food have found
and now celebrate Jewish teachings that support their commitments. But, seeing
what is happening today only as an adaptation of Jewish teachings to current
fashions misses the intensity and seriousness with which many JOFEE programs are
delving into Jewish sources and the ways in which distinctive Jewish wisdom—e.g.,
Biblical agricultural legislation—is being used to generate new insights and practices
that are authentically Jewish, not mere echoes of general environmental-oriented
activity—and that turn out to be environmentally sound as well.
Rabbi Lee Moore, Director of Jewish and Organizational Learning for Lippman Kanfer
Foundation for Living Torah notes that ancient Israelites, and other agricultural
societies throughout time, have HAD to be ‘in tune’ with the earth in order to eat and
survive. So the cultural artifacts (calendrical cycle, treatment of trees, non-use value
of Shabbat, etc.) and guidance from these societies helps fill in the gaps where
modern attitudes toward land have failed us in developing practices that work to be
sustainable.

Instruction in urban farming techniques, connected to Judaic traditions, are part of
the Shtetl Skills Workshop Series at the Jewish Farm School.
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M aking Jew ish W isdom Accessible and Applicable
The Jewish wisdom and values that these JOFEE programs reference are only part of
the story. Equally important is how these programs make this wisdom accessible and
applicable to the lives of their participants. Here, several factors are critical. The first
is that these teachings and practices are em bodied and enacted
experientially in the program s. By now, the power of experiential learning is
widely appreciated. JOFEE programs are in many ways models of experiential
learning—participants plant and harvest; distribute food, cook, and eat; celebrate
Shabbat and holidays; hike and camp. These activities are purposive and explicitly
tied to the values these programs espouse. Although many of the programs
incorporate study of Jewish texts, which is vital to giving them Jewish depth, without
the experiential elements it is doubtful that they would have the impact that they do.
A second critical factor in the effectiveness of JOFEE programs is, like the first, not
unique to these programs, but is often powerfully represented in them. This is the
creation of com m unity. For some of the programs this is central and explicit; for
others, it is more of a byproduct, but nonetheless important to their impact. The
feeling of camaraderie and shared purpose that comes with working together,
celebrating together, or even just eating together strengthens participants’
commitment to the values that the programs espouse.

One of the historic communities that the L’Chaim Cooking Club pays tribute to with
their monthly immersion in history and cultural wisdom
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When JOFEE programs described their approaches to making their wisdom
accessible and applicable to their participants’ lives in their Prize applications we see
these elements repeatedly at work. Here are quotes from those applications:
•

Abundance Farm : We work to make our tradition’s food justice values
accessible and directly applicable to our audience’s lives through a number of
activities. First, through signage on the Farm and face-to-face interactions
with individuals who come to harvest, we explain to everyone the biblical
traditions that serve as the model and inspiration for this practice…. Second,
through curriculum for our young people, adult education classes, and food
justice internships for teens and young adults, we are raising awareness of
Jewish food justice values and deepening the literacy within the Jewish
community of contemporary food justice issues such as food deserts, food
sovereignty, and the ways that race and gender intersect with food
insecurity…. Third, through food justice advocacy work in partnership with
other local organizations, we are building a community of Jews who serve as a
Jewish voice on food justice issues and provide moral leadership to our
elected officials and broader community.

•

The roving Boston Jew ish Food Conference brings together more than
200 diverse attendees from all over New England to foster new connections
by utilizing food and agriculture to explore the intersections of justice,
sustainability, and culture in the context of Jewish traditions and
contemporary life. In a multi-generational, pluralistic setting, the day includes
concurrent workshops led by area professionals (in the kitchen and
classroom), and culminates in a community Shuk (marketplace), featuring
dinner prepared by conference participants, do-it-yourself activities, advocacy
opportunities, and tabling by community organizations.

•

Coastal Roots Farm lives out this wisdom in applied ways, to create
experiential education around Jewish agricultural traditions. For example, we
have started a Food Forest inspired by Pe’ah that will provide accessible trails
of fruit gleaning opportunities for those in need. During the Shmita year, we
honor the practice by not growing in the ground, by letting the land rest, and
providing educational experiences around the social justice issues that Shmita
is built upon.

•

Hazon Shm ita program : Over the course of the last Shmita year, tens of
thousands of people were engaged in Israel and thousands were engaged in
the US through Shmita-focused events. Hazon’s thought-leadership efforts on
the topics of Shmita, social and environmental justice, and Jewish identity
developed and have set a strong stage for all our work leading to the next
Shmita cycle…. In total, these efforts have reached tens of thousands of
people by framing Jewish wisdom in language that is compelling, modern, and
accessible. Numerous initiatives utilizing creative interpretations of Shmita
have been implemented, leading to a wider community of people who are
interested in and open to exploring Shmita, and the lessons we can learn from
it, in even deeper and more profound ways.
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•

Jew ish Clim ate Action Netw ork’s work focuses on engaging Jewish
institutions through its Bentschmarking Campaign. To benchmark is to
establish a baseline as the basis for planning and carrying out subsequent
improvements. JCAN launched its Bentschmarking Campaign in the summer of
2015 [ בענטשןbentschen, Yiddish: to bless, as in "may this campaign be
bentsched"]. To begin, the campaign is focusing on benchmarking institutions’
energy usage and carbon footprint, intended to pave the way for energy
conservation efforts and the installation of renewable energy sources.

•

Jew ish Farm School: The entire premise of our Shtetl Skills Workshop
Series is to take both ancient and more recent Jewish wisdom, and integrate it
into contemporary Jewish urban life. This happens in three main ways. First, by
teaching practical skills, we are building the capacity of the Jewish community
to actually live more sustainably in their day-to-day lives, thereby embodying
the Jewish values of l’ovdah u’lshomra (to serve and to protect), and bal
taschit (do not waste), among others. Topics have ranged from Sukkah
Building and Cheesemaking to Scribal Arts and Urban Gardening. Second, by
grounding these skills in Jewish traditions, holidays, and rituals, we are able to
present Judaism in a new light, one that is often more meaningful and relevant
to our participants. Third, by hosting additional Shabbat and holiday
gatherings, we are building a community of people with shared interests, and
supporting their participation in Jewish life.

•

Netiya: Being Green Jews is at the very core of who we are as organizers, and
this is felt in three ways: 1) through our educational and community building
work, 2) through our physical actions and lobbying efforts in LA, and 3)
through the culture of our young organization…. Netiya goes to congregations
of all faiths, installs gardens, and offers hands-on and community-wide
teachings from earth-based Torah (about the three gifts to the poor from the
field; and the four gifts from the vineyard; and from the trees that are planted,
pruned and harvested every year). At every community event, Netiya leads
rituals connected to our ancient cycles, teaching congregations in our network
to give back to the land.

•

Pearlstone Hadran Alach: Participants harvest according to the Torah’s
social justice laws: ma’aser (tithing), leket (gleaning), pe’ah (unharvested
corners) and shichecha (forgotten crops). This gives participants first-hand
appreciation of the centrality of social justice in Jewish agriculture and how we
might use our understanding of the Torah’s harvesting laws to create a Jewish
approach to food justice issues today. Exploring and practicing justice on the
farm cultivates a holistic Jewish sense of sustainability, incorporating both
environmental stewardship and social justice into a Torah land ethic caring for
both the land and those in need.

•

Seventeenth Street Deli:
We are opening doors and breaking down
traditional barriers to engagement by creating something new. When a
customer walks into our deli, they [he/she] experience a social and cultural
memory that has been shaped by the arc of Jewish life. As an entry point into
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community, there is nothing better than a steaming hot pastrami sandwich and
a crisp half-sour pickle. But more than these food-driven pleasures of our
clientele, the project of running this deli is a galvanizing force is the lives of
our core team. Whether peeling potatoes or mixing coleslaw the kitchen is a
place of serious experimentation and controlled chaos. Within the disorder
arise conversations about life and meaning. All the while, our volunteer kitchen
staff is exposed to kosher Jewish cooking in its purest forms. Lessons learned
in the execution of this project shape the lives of our core team and quite
clearly build a Jewish community for the future.
•

The Shalom Center: We create Jewish and multifaith public rituals that
draw on both Pesach and Palm Sunday times and symbols to challenge the
"Corporate Carbon Pharaohs" of our generation. We also draw on other
festivals—Hannukah to conserve oil/energy, Tu B'Shvat to protect forests,
Sukkot/Shmini Atzeret to heal polluted rivers, etc. These events include
prayerful vigils, street theater, nonviolent civil disobedience, risking arrest as
prophetic prayer. We create Earth-oriented Divrei Torah and teach them by
internet, by face-to-face conversations, by educational curricula, by activist
moments. We initiated & drafted what became "A Rabbinic Letter on the
Climate Crisis," signed by 425 rabbis from every strand of Judaism, and we got
it published in general, religious, & Jewish media.

•

The Soul Center: Through Nourish, we will appeal to people's interest in
food and drink, and connect that to concepts intrinsic and inextricably linked
to Judaism: gratitude, welcoming of guests, acknowledgement of the source
(how it grew) and the Source (why it grew) of your food, mindfulness through
pausing before eating by reciting a blessing, an awareness of abundance and
how to consciously act when confronted with excess.

•

T’ruah Tom ato Rabbis: We connect the texts we use directly to action. This
includes studying texts on slavery and trafficking, then taking action by writing
and delivering letters to a Wendy's or another corporation that has not yet
joined the Fair Food Program. In integrating ritual into our #tomatorabbis
delegations, we help the rabbis discover how to create parallel experiences for
their congregants and students. Rabbis bring these concepts back to their
communities, where they teach about slavery and trafficking, and then guide
their students and congregants to reflection and action.

•

Urban Adam ah: We work at the intersection of four practices that we
believe can inform, support, and strengthen the application of Jewish wisdom
to daily life:
o Jewish tradition (a wide range of practices and concepts);
o Sustainable agriculture (about which Judaism has some profound ideas
and practices to contribute);
o Mindfulness (we utilize Jewish practices that support mindfulness, and
also integrate non-Jewish mindfulness practices into traditional Jewish
practices in a manner that deepens and enriches fellows’ experience of
Jewish tradition); and
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o

•

Social action (a core Jewish concept and practice)…. We furthermore
work in four core dimensions of human experience as we seek to
integrate and work with the above-mentioned practices: 1) Hands |
Physical: We engage the body…. 2) Heart | Emotional: We engage
feelings and emotions…. 3) Head | Intellectual: We think seriously and
learn together about a range of social and environmental issues that
challenge society…. 4) Community: We learn and work in community.

W ilderness Torah programs work on the simple premise that when we
provide experiences that are real, authentic, and meet the actual needs of our
youth, then Judaism becomes something that youth and adults yearn to
connect to more deeply. We turn the traditional Jewish education model on its
head—rather than focusing our programs on simply teaching Jewish values,
knowledge, and practice, we use Jewish values, knowledge and practice as the
context or the container within which we create relevant, deeply meaningful
and truly transformational experiences…. For example, during Passover, we will
tell the archetypal Exodus story, the encounter with Miriam’s well, and the
discovery of manna in the desert as a set of tales that then motivate our
participants to wander into the wilderness, have their own direct experience
with the natural world, discovering the wild edible plants and the very real and
alive magic of that encounter.

There are additional insights into what makes JOFEE effective embedded in these
descriptions and in the answers the program sponsors provide to the question of
what they believe has made their programs successful. A third factor cited by many
is the seriousness w ith w hich the Jew ish content itself is treated. “The
success of Netiya is rooted in authentically celebrating, learning, and honoring
Jewish wisdom.” “Through careful, respectful work and creating engaging material
that showcases the true depth of the conversation that is possible when applying
Jewish wisdom, we were able to work with multiple other organizations to engage
leaders as well as people from all walks of life in how this wisdom applies to their
own lives in ways big and small (Hazon, Shmita Project).”
Equally important is that this content
im portance— both personal and social.

is

applied

to

issues

of

We have learned through the years that with our population, we must
grapple with the big questions they are grappling with in a Jewish
context to be taken seriously. Ultimately the Adamah program is not
about farming; it is about lech lecha—the journey to finding yourself in
the world—and the core questions our Fellows are asking are more
universal than parochial. Jewish wisdom gives us the tools and
inspiration to explore the universal issues that all young adults are
facing today, within Jewish community. (Hazon, Adamah)
Showcasing Jewish text and tradition with contemporary relevance
engages individuals in delving into both an exploration of personal
Jewish identity as well as communal priorities and practice. Utilizing
Jewish frameworks or values to make decisions brings Jewish wisdom
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real

to relevance on a regular basis, as often as every time we eat. (Boston
Jewish Food Conference)
We have learned the importance of putting a Jewish face and voice to
climate action. By using Jewish wisdom to say that climate disruption is
a Jewish issue, we make it possible for all those concerned about
climate disruption to feel that the Jewish community has their back,
they are not alone, their tradition speaks to the concerns they have in
their hearts. From young people to elders, the Jewish wisdom JCAN
brings to its work makes it possible for climate action to be a part of
living an authentic human and Jewish life. (Jewish Climate Action
Network)
Abundance Farm is driven by a philosophy of “urgent education” that
demands that we teach with purpose. In contrast to models of Jewish
education that are simply driven by a mix of nostalgia for the past or
some sense of perpetuating Judaism for its own sake, our educators feel
a mandate to teach a Judaism to remake the world. Our students and
participants are drawn to being involved in the life of the Farm because
the project feels relevant and personally meaningful to them.
(Abundance Farm)
The fact that JOFEE (and other Jewish educational) programs are being presented as
offering Jewish responses to universal concerns raises the question of why this is
seen as important and valuable, i.e., what is the added value that responding in a
distinctively Jewish key provides. Several possibilities suggest themselves: Is it about
(defensively) justifying the value of Judaism? Is it because we think that Jewish
wisdom has a unique perspective that should inform the broader environmental,
outdoor, and food movements generally? Is it because we believe that the world is a
better place when a diverse set of perspectives is brought to bear on pressing
personal and social issues, and we want to be sure that Jewish wisdom is a
meaningful voice in intellectual public square? Is it because we think that Jewish
people, for whatever reason, will be better served in their navigation of these
complex issues if they are drawing on their own, parochial wisdom to guide their
choices and decisions? This is a question that bears further exploration, but where
the information in the Prize applications is insufficient to draw any conclusions.
Alongside the elements noted thus far, there are several others that were cited by
various programs as contributing to what makes them effective. These include:
• Making programs accessible, engaging, and exciting
• Respecting diversity and creating a welcoming environment
• Engaging all of the senses
• Connecting ritual and social justice
• Being willing to reinvent—“make the old new”
• Involving participants in designing their experience
JOFEE programs are not the only Jewish programs, of course, that employ these
approaches to create powerful educational experiences. But their methodologies
appear to be notably effective in making what could well be abstract and sometimes
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abstruse Jewish concepts meaningful and relevant to Jews coming from a wide
range of backgrounds and religious dispositions. In this way they serve as models for
the field of Jewish education as a whole where helping learners internalize and use
what they are being taught looms as perhaps the single greatest challenge facing
Jewish education today. The com bination of w isdom that is at once deeply
rooted in Jew ish tradition and addressed directly to som e of the
contem porary w orld’s m ost evident and pressing problem s w ith
educational approaches that are active, engaging, personal, and
relationship-building is a uniquely potent one— a herald of w hat Jew ish
education at its best can and should be. It’s a combination amply illustrated in
the JOFEE winners and semifinalists for the Lippman Kanfer Prize.
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The Im pacts of JO FEE Program s
The JOFEE field as a whole is a relatively new one, and many of these programs have
only been in operation for a few years (or even less). Only a small number have been
externally evaluated. Yet, there is substantial evidence that these programs are
having an impact. At a very basic level, all of the programs that report having
surveyed participants about their level of satisfaction with the programs they
participated in and/or the impact their participation has had on their connection to
Jewish life report strongly positive results. Many report that attendance at their
programs has increased substantially over a relatively short period of time. One
particular area of success for a number of programs is in developing leadership both
for the JOFEE field and Jewish life generally. One of the oldest of the programs, the
Adamah Fellowship, with close to 350 alumni, has had participants go on to found
more than two dozen other organizations and projects and take leadership positions
in a dozen and a half more. Over 80% of participants in the Pearlstone Center’s
immersive programs consider themselves leaders in Jewish life and credit JOFEE’s
influence for this. The Urban Adamah Fellowship and Wilderness Torah immersive
programs are similarly transformative for large percentages of their participants.
While 83% of participants in Urban Adamah Fellowship report feeling alienated from
Jewish life at some point in their adult lives, 59% of those alumni now consider
themselves leaders in their Jewish communities. Over 90% of Wilderness Torah
participants say that their commitment to Jewish life was sustained or deepened as a
result of their participation.

Image used to promote a fiber arts workshop, part of the Shtetl Skills Series at the
Jewish Farm School
JOFEE’s impact can be felt at both the societal and the personal level. Although the
scale of social impact for any individual program may be modest, the impact adds
up. The Boston Jewish Food Conference has “connected synagogues with a
distributer of compostable paper goods; seen a Jewish summer camp start sourcing
from a local, Kosher fishing business; supported the sprouting of a community
garden at our host synagogue; and aided the distribution of local, sustainably raised
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Kosher chickens.” Fast for Feast has “provided over $25,000 in hunger relief to Leket
Israel, and various feeding charities in Los Angeles, Denver, Chicago, New York, New
Jersey, and the DC area.” The Jewish Climate Action Network launched its
environmental “bentschmarking” campaign in the Boston area in the fall of 2015. By
the spring of 2016, 23 congregations had signed up and seven had completed the
first steps in the process. In five years, Netiya “has converted over 14 acres of land on
faith-based institutions property into orchards, in ground vegetable gardens, and 32
raised vegetable beds, many handicapped accessible, for the benefit of local
community.” In one season, Abundance Farm had over 300 food-insecure individuals
come to harvest on the farm. And T’ruah’s #tomatorabbis campaign catalyzed
actions around the country that helped lead some major food chains like Trader Joe’s
and Stop and Shop / Giant to join the Fair Food Program.
One dramatic example of JOFEE’s ability to affect attitudes, public discourse, and
behavior in the Jewish community is the increase in observance of Shmita, the
Biblically mandated practice of letting one’s fields and orchards lie fallow every
seventh year. During the Sabbatical year of 5768 (2007-08) relatively few individuals
or organizations outside traditional circles in Israel paid attention to Shmita. By 5775,
due to the determined efforts of a number of JOFEE organizations, led in the United
States by Hazon, awareness of and attention to the practice of Shmita and its
potential meaning for our economic and social life well beyond the agricultural
sphere had increased exponentially, with thousands participating in educational
programs and ways of observing Shmita across the JOFEE community. As Hazon put
it, “Through our focus on Shmita, we took a concept that was really only known or
thought about within the Orthodox world, and have brought it into the wider
community in authentic, creative, and inspired ways.”
While the societal impact of JOFEE is growing, equally important are the numerous
stories of personal impact. Numerous testimonials appear on the Prize website. Many
of these speak gratefully and at times movingly in describing experiences that recast
people’s Jewish identities and may even reshape their spiritual lives:
“Thanks to Adamah I have learned how to more deeply appreciate
sustainability values and practices through the Jewish lens, which has brought
a beautiful depth and a more holistic understanding to my Jewish identity and
practices.”
“B'naiture is the keeper of the eternal flame of ancient wisdom during this
challenging chapter of human history. I'm so grateful that there are still people
in the world with the wisdom and dedication to tend this small fire, nurturing it
so that it can illuminate the path toward a more beautiful future for our
children.”
"I am so grateful that my daughter and I had this opportunity. … There is
something very inspiring and grounding in seeing the physicality and the
spirituality of how our food gets to us in a Kosher manner. It is one thing to see
a symbol on a package. It is quite another to see a trained shochet say a
bracha and follow a strictly prescribed process to actually shecht an animal.”
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“I’m grateful for ways to engage in Judaism through activism, b/c religion has
never felt comfortable for me. But because I feel comfortable with myself as
an activist and an organizer, that helps me connect with the Judaism piece and
feel like myself.”
“An agnostic, cultural Jew—old modes of worship and prayer didn't speak to
him and he has been able to find community through other avenues. But when
he read about a Jewish deli serving the flavors of his childhood, he simply
couldn't resist. So across from him at the table sat his wife, and together they
encountered Tulsa's organized Jewish community for the first time.”
“This training can only be described as a burning bush moment for me. The
flame of destiny was alive in each moment of the experience. From applying
the techniques myself, wandering to a sit spot for hitbodedut and being called
to presence by the birdsong, to basking In the wisdom of elders offering their
teachings so freely and from a place of such genuine embodiment and with a
pedagogical prowess that made everything feel practical and relevant. I feel
inspired, and responsibly equipped with the teachings and strategy I need to
effectively return to my community [and] lead the youth back to their roots in
nature. It was a blessing and honor to be there, and I will commit my life to
answering the call that was issued forth, for I believe it is the call of our time.”
Is everyone involved in a JOFEE program affected to this extent? Probably not. But,
the fact that many are is evidence that, at its best, JOFEE is about much more than
cognitive learning; it’s about weaving connections between individual, community,
the natural world, society, and Jewish tradition that have the power to transform
each of these and perhaps even all of them together.
What the development of the JOFEE movement demonstrates above all is that
Jewish wisdom can and does speak to the contemporary world and to Jews of many
varieties who live in it. When this wisdom is made available in ways that are serious,
relevant, engaging, and actionable it can enrich lives and in some cases even
transform them. It provides a rallying point for building and renewing community, for
bridging boundaries and reawakening spiritual and social energies. And if it cannot
by itself change the world, it can, at least, inspire those who are committed to do so.
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A participant of the Urban Adamah fellowship practices blowing the shofar, the
traditional call to rally and reawaken Jewish audiences.
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Appendix: JO FEE related program s am ong the Prize applicants
1.

Hazon

Adamah

2.

Wilderness Torah

B'naiture Pre-Teen Rite of Passage
and Mentorship

3.

Ganei Beantown

Boston Jewish Food Conference

4.

Leichtag Commons

Coastal Roots Farm

5.

Fast for Feast

Fast for Feast College Partnership

6.

Pearlstone Center

Hadran Alach: Bringing our Jewish
Agricultural Heritage to Life

7.

Jewish Climate Action Network

JCAN Bentschmarking Campaign

8.

Aytzim: Ecological Judaism

Jewcology

9.

Netiya

Just Food & Gardens

10.

Livnot U'Lehibanot

Celebrating Tu Bishvat

11.

L'Chaim Cooking Club

L'Chaim Cooking Club

12.

The Soul Center

Nourish

13.

Abundance Farm

Practicing and Promoting
Innovative Jewish Education and
Food Justice through Farm-Based
Learning

14.

Seventeenth Street Delicatessen

Seventeenth Street Delicatessen

15.

Hazon

Shmita Project

16.

Jewish Farm School

Shtetl Skills Workshop Series

17.

The Shalom Center

The Shalom Center

18.

T'ruah: The Rabbinic Call for Human

The #TomatoRabbis

Rights
19.

Urban Adamah

Urban Adamah Fellowship

20.

Wilderness Torah

Wilderness Torah Training Institute

